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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 8:30 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND VIEW

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
We are back to being more circumspect on the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE.
Which is not to say it is not highly active at present. However, after failing the key aggressive uptrend
support on Tuesday, it is necessary to observe its activity for a while in the next lower keys support
area at present. All of that is reviewed below.
After noting that so much other weak to outright abysmal economic data had inspired a significant
‘bad news is good news’ rally in the equities, there was one factor that still has the ability to depress
equities prices: the return to extensive Crude Oil weakness on the back of Iranian rejection of
attempts to cap production in the near-term.
While this was not necessarily unexpected, it still hit the NYMEX front month (APRIL) CRUDE OIL
FUTURE hard enough to send ripples through other asset classes. It had dropped two dollars from
the upper 33.00 area Monday to below 32.00 by Tuesday's Close, and is off more than another full
dollar at 30.75 this morning. It will be very important for other asset classes to see if it can stabilize at
no worse than 30.00.
Here’s the critical consideration today: The key this morning is the current EQUITIES
weakness putting the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE back down below last Thursday’s 1,922
DOWN Break. While that seemed to be Negated on Monday’s significant gap above the higher
1,925-32 resistance, the extended energy market weakness dropped it back below 1,922 late
Tuesday.
The further energy market slide this morning has dropped it back into previously overrun
1,902-1,895 congestion. that is very important as well into the 1,898.50 pullback low into that
area last Friday (prior to Monday’s higher opening.)
If it can hold not too much worse than that trading low, especially the 1,892 bottom of the daily
chart gap higher last week Tuesday morning, it may be ready to rally again. However, if it fails
that lower support, another swing down to the more major 1865-60 area (also reinforced now
by a substantial daily chart gap) is very likely. Quite a bit of that decision likely rests with
whether the CRUDE OIL manages to hold 30.00 or ends up sliding back below it.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis at www.rohr-
blog.com for more on the technical trend indications and an extended macro-fundamental
influences discussion. It is available to all Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers along with
the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND VIEW will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-blog.com
for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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